1. when you arrive in St. Moritz, please drive first to the Signalbahn parking lot where you
can either
a) unload your vehicle directly - if it is registered for road traffic, or
b) wait for instructions from one of our staff when you can enter the closed off area of Via
Mezdi to unload your non-road legal (racing) vehicle (Important: Although the road is
closed to normal traffic, the bus passes through every 5 minutes - so always be
careful!). When you have finished unloading, please leave the closed area again with
your towing vehicle and trailer to make room for others.
c) You may leave your towing vehicle and trailer in the designated area of the Signalbahn
parking lot (behind Hostel Pitsch) until the end of the event. Please note that you will
not park in the employee parking lot or enter it with vehicles over 3.5 tons!
d) Large trucks please park exclusively in the parking lot behind the fire station building
(approx. 500 m from the traffic circle in the direction of Champfèr, on the left).
2. please drive with your participant vehicle to the Kempinski Grand Hotel Des Bains and park
first on the parking lots along the building or opposite. and go from there via the
courtyard (like last year) to the check-in. This year the check-in is in the "Guarda" room. In
the hotel you have to wear a mask and keep the minimum distances.
3. at the check-in you have to go to the following tables (if possible in this order):
a) Covid Ceck - Ideally you have a corresponding app on your smartphone - "CovPass" (D)
or "Covid Cert" (CH) and allow us to view the certificates or "weitern Infos" as well. We
scan the QR code with the app "Covid Check" and have to check your personal data. If
you are not vaccinated or recovered but tested, we will need to check you daily. Please
read our detailed Covid information carefully before doing so.
b) Welcome Desk (Motorsport Rendezvous and BGT)

4. when you are done there, go back to your vehicle (exit via the hotel lobby!) and drive into
the cordoned off area in front of the hotel. Our staff will meet you there and place you and
your vehicle in the park. Please try to drive as "lawn-friendly" as possible in the park and
avoid unnecessary maneuvering.
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